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Variation1 to Proposed Canterbury Land and water regional plan
Additional Comments, Paul and Ann Jarman
Page 4.8, Section 11.4.22a
Firstly; we contend that this clause is unfair because it penalises existing
groundwater users who are converting to CPW water. The groundwater
consents are recognised as a valuable source of back-up water in times of
drought or low river levels restricting available CPW water. (This would be in
tandem with the planned use of Lake Coleridge water as the primary source of
reserve water). The best way to allocate this reserve of groundwater to users is
by a market mechanism as is currently happening.
Secondly; when CPW water comes on-stream there will be an immediate
reduction in demand for groundwater due to many large irrigation takes
converting from groundwater to CPW water. When this happens there will no
longer be a need to prohibit transfers within the CPW area.
11.4.23
Firstly; this section will penalise those users who have made efforts to reduce
their water use in recent years. In our case we have used water scheduling,
conservation tillage, more shelter, and more efficient application, to name just
a few methods used.
Secondly; Canterbury has not had a real drought for many years, so recent
usage is not a good indicator of the need to have the reserve which many
consents will confer. Without doubt we will again see the drought years return
and the need to use the full amount of consented water will be vital.
11.4.26
As mentioned above, we contend that when operative the CPW scheme will
reduce demand for groundwater to the extent that limits on groundwater
consents will not be required. These can then function as reserves in
exceptional circumstances.

